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60. On the

Inhomogeneous Partial
Differential Equation without Distribution Solutions

ExamPle of an

By Taira SHIROTA
Osaka University
(Comm. by K. KUNUGI, M.J.A., May 13, 1961)

1. Let D be a domain in Euclidean n-space and let P be a
partial differential operator with constant coefficients.
Here we consider the distribution equation

PS=F

(1)

where F is a given distribution in D’(D) and S is the solution in
D’(D). It was shown by B. Malgrange [1] that for elliptic operators P
and for any domain D there is a solution S of (1)and that for hypoelliptic operators P the existence theorem is always valid whenever
D is a P-convex domain, i.e. to every compact set KD there exists
another compact set K’D such that supp oK’ for every o(D)
such that supp P’oK. Furthermore it is easily shown applying
usual methods used by several authors that for any geometrically
convex domain D and for any P the existence theorem is also valid.
In the present note I shall show using a result of F. John’s that
for the hyperbolic operator the existence theorem is not true for
some P-convex domain.
2. To show a counter example we use the following
Lemma 1. Let S2 be a bounded subdomain of a domain
such that
for any integer i--1,2,---,
DI2/
and let K be (n--1)-dim surfaces such that

K-->a

of D.
part of the boundary
Furthermore we assume that for some increasing sequence {s} of
integers there exist functions f such that
supp f12
(2)
(3)
f eC’,-(D,),
(4)
f, C% v(g,)-- g,),
but for some D%
(5)
D’,f,L,,(U(K,)) (oo :>p,> 1),
open
and
is
set,
an
where U(K)
(6)
PZeC,-(D,)C(D,--K)
where p is the degree of P and K is a fixed eompaet subset of
Then there exists a distribution F sueh that (1)has no distribution solutions for
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Proof. First of all we show that there exists distribution F of
order s such that supp F a small open set U(K) and
(7)
F(f*,)--->oo as e->0,
is a C-function such that ,(x)=e-(e-x), (x)0, supp
where

C{xl I1<1} and
For if we assume that for any g eL(U(K))

fg(x)(D"(f,))()dx<a

C)

L

for any e and for some a. Then {D(f,)e0} is unded in
is reflexive, there exists a subsequence of the
(U(K)). Since
in L(U(K)).
sequence such that it converts weakly to some
Then we see from (4)that ()=D’f for a.e. x e U(K)--K and therefore that D’feL(U(K)) which contradicts (4) and (5).
Setting F=(D")g for some g eL(U(K)), we see the relation (7).
Let F=FzF.... Then from the prorties of K, we see
that F ’().
Now we assume that there exists a distribution S e’(9) such
that PS= F. Then S(P’)=F() for any e (). Therefore for some
neighurhd N of 0 in (), if P’eN, then

L

F()]I.
0n the other hand from (6) it follows that there exist a k and
such that

P’(f: ,)=(P)*

,N
e

Furthermore from (2) and (3) it follows that for some 0,
I(F, + F +
+ F_,)(: ,)1 < for 0
and from (7) that for some e

F(:e,)l 2+ ?.
Therefore we see that for some

e

F(ff:) 2,
which is a contradiction.

Lemma 2.

Let P= a

a

a

and =(,2).

any integer >0 there exists solution g= such that
Pg=0 in R,
is analytic for
([+) < 1,

(, )c

=

Then for

(8)
(9)
(0)
(11)

g(,)C+ for >1,
for
some D +’, ID+’g(0,,)l for some sequence
and
which lies in an arbitrary sall
converges to a int
where
neighurhood of (0, 1, 0).
This lemma is proved by F. ohn [23.
the cylinder cR such that (,
3. Counter example. Let #0
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e g0 if and only if I1<1 and r3 and let Y2 be the barrel such
that (t,x)eg if and only if r($)(111) where (t) is a C-fuac
tion such that
(t)--2 for t---f-l, --1

-

and p’(t):>0 for t<:0 and ’(t)<0 for t:>0. Let /2 /2 /2 then by
the Holmgrem’s theorem we see that /2 is a P-convex domain where

P-- 2
t
Now from Lemma 2 we show that there exist subdomains/2, surfaces K, numbers s and functions f such that they satisfy the
conditions of Lemma 1. Let /2’ be the cylinder [(t, x) t] <:3.2-,
1--2-(2/’<:r<:5.2-}. Furthermore let/2=--12--(1--2 -2) -e where
e-(0, 1, 0).
Moreover let p,(t,x) and q(t, x) be C-functions such that p(t, x)--1
for r’l--2-(+)r___<3-2-, p=(t,x)--O for r’’l--2-(2+2)J or r:>2,
q(t,x)--I for It[__<3 and q(t,x)=O for Itl>2 Finally let g’--g.p.q
and let f--g(t, x-c(1--2-)e).
Then since supp g2C9’, suppf2 ((2)). From (10) it follows
that fe C(2) ((3)). Let K’ be a subset of [(t, x) Ix i- 1} which converges to (0, 1, 0) and let K--K’--5(1--2-2)e. Then from (9) and
(11) it follows that feC/(U(K)--K) ((4)). Furthermore from (10)
and the property of D/g mentioned above, it implies that D/f
C L(U(K)) for some p ((5)). Finally from (8), (9) and (11)we see
that Pf e C (2) C(r2 K), ((6)), where K= {(t, x)[ 3- 1 t I 21--<_r<2-)]{(t,x)[[ t [a 3.2--_<r<2+].
4. Remark. Conversely, from the existence theorem for geometrically convex domain and Lemma 1 it follows directly the JohnMalgrange theorem [2J.
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